
Year 3 Curriculum Overview
Term: Spring 2

Subject Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

English Core Book: Ice Place
Writing Outcome: Persuasive Speech/Letter

Punctuation
and Grammar

Simple, compound and complex sentences
Word class: Verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs
Being verbs
Coordinating conjunctions
Subordinating conjunctions
Prepositions

Simple, compound and complex sentences
Word class: Verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs
Expanded noun phrases
Ambitious adjectives
Coordinating conjunctions
Subordinating conjunctions
Prepositions
Apostrophes for contraction
Apostrophes for possession

Spelling The /l/ sound spelled ‘-al’ at
the end of words. When a root
word ends in ‘e’, remove the
‘e’ and then add ‘al’. When a
root word ends in ‘y’,
exchange the ‘y’ for an ‘i’ and
then add ‘al’.

● arrival
● burial
● comical
● emotional
● national
● magical
● personal
● optional
● survival
● tropical

The /l/ sound spelled
‘-le’ at the end of

words.

● battle
● article
● struggle
● possible
● capable
● settle
● humble
● terrible
● example

Adding the suffix ‘–ly’
when the root word
ends in ‘-le’ then the
‘-le’ is changed to ‘-ly.’

● gently
● simply
● humbly
● nobly
● durably
● terribly
● incredibly
● responsibly
● wrinkly
● possibly

Spelling Rules: Adding
the suffix ‘-ally’ which is
used instead of ‘-ly’
when the root word ends
in ‘–ic.’

● basically
● frantically
● dramatically
● historically
● nationally
● emotionally
● accidentally
● automatically
● traditionally
● specifically

Adding the suffix –ly.
Words which do not
follow the rules.

● truly
● duly
● publicly
● daily
● slyly
● shyly
● fully
● wholly
● coyly
● happily

Challenge words

● address
● arrive
● certain
● experience
● history
● mention
● occasionally
● probably
● reign
● sentence



● adjustable

Maths Length and Perimeter

-measure length (m)

-equivalent lengths m+cm

-equivalent lengths mm+cm

--compare lengths

-add lengths

-subtract lengths

-perimeter

-measure perimeter

-calculate perimeter

Fractions

-make equal parts

-recognise a half

-find a half

-recognise a quarter

-find a quarter

-recognise a third

-find a third

-unit fractions

-non-unit fractions

-equivalence of half and 2 quarters

-count in fractions

Consolidation

Maths KIRF Multiplication and division facts for 8 times tables

Science Plants

● What are the most important parts of a flowering plant, and how do they help the plant survive? (Observe, label, hypothesise)

● 2 lessons: What do plants need to survive, and what would happen if it was deprived of these? (Predict, design an investigation, begin an investigation)

● How is water carried through a plant from the ground to the leaves? (Observation over time)

● How are seeds produced?

● How are seeds dispersed?

Geography Mountain, Volcanoes and Earthquakes



● Tectonic Plates

● Where are mountains formed?

● How do mountains form?

● Earthquakes

● Volcanoes

● Why do people choose to live near volcanoes?

Religion Christianity - Forgiveness

● I can describe the symbols used in a Holy communion.

● I can sequence the events of Holy week. I can ask questions about the

events.

● I can describe why Good Friday is ‘Good’

● I can tell you why Easter is such an important holiday for

Christians.

● I can share how I think the Easter story shapes how Christians

forgive.

● I can give my opinion on Good Friday. Do I agree with Christians

or not?

Art Prehistoric Art

● Exploring prehistoric art

● Charcoal Animals

● Prehistoric Palette

● Painting the Cave Wall

● Hands on the Cave Wall

PSHE Keeping Safe in My Environment

● To understand the role they can take in an emergency situation



● To understand how to help if someone has been stung or bitten

● To understand the importance of being kind online and what this looks like

● To understand that cyberbullying involves being unkind online

● I know that cyberbullying is wrong and what to do if I need help.

● To understand that not all emails are genuine

PE Dance

Computing Video Trailers

● Planning a book trailer
● Filming
● Editing the trailer
● Transitions and text
● Video reviews

Spanish Presenting Myself

To revise how to say your name, your age and where you live


